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Abstract. Journaling techniques are widely employed in modern file
systems to guarantee crash consistency. However, journaling usually leads
to system performance decrease due to the frequent storage accesses it
entails. Architects can utilize emerging non-volatile memory (NVM) as
a persistent cache or journaling device to reduce the storage accesses
of journaling file systems. Yet problems such as double writes, metadata
write amplification and heavy transaction ordering overhead still exist in
current solutions. Therefore, we propose Spindle, a write-optimized NVM
cache to address these challenges. Spindle decouples data and metadata
accesses by processing data in DRAM while pinning metadata in NVM.
With redesigned metadata log and state switch mechanism, Spindle elim-
inates double writes and relieves metadata write amplification. Moreover,
Spindle adopts a lightweight transaction scheme to guarantee crash con-
sistency and reduce transaction ordering overhead. Experimental results
reveal that Spindle achieves up to 47% throughput improvement com-
pared with state-of-the-art design.

Keywords: File system · Non-volatile memory · Journaling ·
Data consistency

1 Introduction

Crash consistency is a significant feature that enables file systems to recover to
a consistent state after unexpected system crashes or power failures. Journaling
is a prevalent technique adopted by modern file systems, such as ext4 [11] and
JFS [1], to maintain crash consistency. For example, redo journaling first writes
the modified data to the journal area during the committing of a transaction.
After the redo log is successfully committed, the modified data can be written
to its desired location via checkpointing.

Although journaling can guarantee crash consistency, it significantly degrades
system performance due to the heavy overheads entailed by frequent storage
accesses. Precisely, journaling needs to write two blocks (i.e., the committed
block and the checkpointed block) for every modified block and hence results in
double disk I/Os. This problem is known as double writes of journaling.
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Fig. 1. Architecture of Spindle

Many in-memory file systems, such as BPFS [2], SCMFS [16], PMFS [4],
NOVA [18], and HMVFS [20], have been proposed to utilize NVM as a replace-
ment of disk. Since NVM provides persistency, byte-addressability and DRAM-
like latency, these file systems avoid the bottleneck of disk I/O and provide high
performance. However, two factors limit the utilization of these file systems in
real environments. First, the price of NVM is predicated to be much higher than
that of traditional storage (e.g., HDD and SSD). Second, current NVM tech-
nologies without broad application may be less stable than traditional storage.

To overcome the concerns discussed above, some researchers have investigated
using NVM as a middle layer to accelerate disk-based file systems. For instance,
UBJ [6] utilizes NVM to build a buffer cache united with the journaling layers;
Tinca [15] proposes a transactional NVM cache with high performance and crash
consistency. Although these systems utilize the low latency of NVM and the
low cost of disk, write amplification and heavy transaction ordering overhead
still exist due to their block-based updating strategy. Concretely, UBJ commits
data in-place in NVM by freezing data and later checkpoints them to the disk.
When updating a frozen block, UBJ can not overwrite it but must do it in
a copy-on-write (COW) way, which incurs double writes on the critical path.
Tinca does role switch to change the roles of modified blocks committed to the
NVM cache. However, it does not differentiate metadata blocks from data blocks
and metadata write amplification remains unsolved. Besides, it needs massive
executions of cache line flush (e.g., clflush) and memory fence (e.g., mfence) to
change the roles of modified blocks involved in the committing transaction.

With such observations, we propose Spindle, a write-optimized NVM cache
for journaling file systems, as shown in Fig. 1. The key design of Spindle is decou-
pling data and metadata accesses. Data is processed in DRAM and committed
to the NVM cache in the unit of block. Yet metadata is pinned in NVM and
updated in the unit of inode. Such a design fully utilizes the byte-addressability
of NVM and different updating granularities of data and metadata. Our main
contributions can be summarized as follows.
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• We propose a novel design to decouple data and metadata accesses by process-
ing data in DRAM while pinning metadata in NVM at runtime. By redesign-
ing the log and updating strategy of metadata, Spindle can efficiently reduce
metadata writes to relieve metadata write amplification.

• We provide a lightweight transaction scheme to guarantee the consistency of
data and metadata. Utilizing state switch and COW updating, Spindle can
avoid double writes and reduce the transaction ordering overhead.

• We implement Spindle on ext4 file system and evaluate its performance with
several benchmarks. Experimental results show that Spindle achieves up to
47% throughput improvement compared with state-of-the-art design.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the
background and motivation. Sections 3 and 4 describe the design and implemen-
tation of Spindle, respectively. Section 5 evaluates Spindle. We discuss related
work in Sect. 6 and conclude this paper in Sect. 7.

2 Background and Motivation

2.1 NVM-based Systems

Emerging non-volatile memory technologies, such as STT-RAM [14], ReRAM
[17], PCM [19], and 3D-XPoint [3], exhibit high storage density and low
power consumption. Moreover, they can provide persistency, byte-addressability,
DRAM-like latency and throughput. These properties enable architects to build
fast and persistent systems with NVM.

Current NVM-based file systems can be classified into two categories. The
first kind utilizes NVM as a replacement of disk, such as BPFS [2], SCMFS
[16], PMFS [4], NOVA [18] and HMVFS [20]. Since the storage is substituted by
NVM, these systems can exploit the properties of NVM to provide low latency
and high throughput. The other one exploits NVM as a persistent cache or
journaling device to improve the performance of disk-based file systems, such as
UBJ [6] and Tinca [15]. In these systems, data is temporarily stored in NVM for
fast accesses and eventually flushed to disk when data replacement is executed.

2.2 Crash Consistency

File systems should guarantee the consistency of data and metadata due to
unpredictable power failures and system crashes. In-place updating is unfavored
by file systems because a crash amid the updating process may cause inconsis-
tency issue. Copy-on-write (COW) and journaling are two prevalent techniques
for crash consistency. COW updates data out of place and substitutes the original
data by changing respective metadata. Unlike COW, journaling does not change
the metadata of a file but reserves backup copies of data for crash recovery.

The consistency of file system can be classified into metadata consistency,
data consistency and version consistency. At the low level, metadata consis-
tency only provides the consistency of metadata, while the consistency of data
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is ignored. At a higher level, data consistency guarantees that both data and
metadata of a file system are consistent. Version consistency is an even higher
level that ensures an old version of the file can be retrieved. This paper targets
data consistency that can recover both data and metadata to a consistent state.

2.3 Motivation

Double Writes of Journaling. In journaling file systems, a committed block
and corresponding checkpointed block have the same contents, but write opera-
tions are done twice. This problem is known as double writes of journaling. When
NVM is provided as a persistent cache for disk-based file systems, double writes
of journaling will lead to double memory copies and double executions of cache
line flush and memory fence. Since data blocks in the NVM cache are flushed to
the disk eventually, double writes of journaling also entail amplified disk I/O.
Therefore, performance can get benefits if double writes can be eliminated.

Metadata Write Amplification. Metadata is organized in the unit of block
according to the design of traditional journaling file systems. Partial-updated
metadata results in whole-block write that seriously amplifies data I/O. For
example, Tinca [15] writes data and metadata into NVM in the unit of block
without differentiation. Suppose that an inode is 256B and a block is 4 KB,
Tinca needs to write 4 KB data into NVM when only one inode is modified in
the metadata block. Such a strategy leads to 16× execution time compared to
solely updating an inode of 256B. Moreover, it squanders the byte-addressability
of NVM. Therefore, it is desirable to reduce metadata write amplification to
improve the overall performance. Figure 2 illustrates the issues of double writes
and metadata write amplification in journaling file systems.

Transaction Ordering Overhead. Current CPU may reorder writes to the
memory to optimize system performance [12]. A crash that happens amid
reordered writes may cause inconsistency issue. For example, modification of
file metadata should be performed after the updating of file data. If metadata is
modified before the updating of file data and a crash happens, then the file will
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be inconsistent. To maintain the desired writing order, one widely-used method
is to use regular store instructions (e.g., mov) followed by cache line flush and
memory fence. Tinca adopts this method and entails massive executions of cache
line flush and memory fence to change the roles of modified blocks.

3 Design

3.1 Cache Layout

As shown in Fig. 1, Spindle1 consists of a data cache and a metadata cache.

Data Cache. Details of the data cache are depicted in Fig. 3(a). The data
cache is made up of three components: the ring buffer, the data cache entries
and cached data blocks. The ring buffer is used to coordinate a transaction and
can be viewed as an array of 16-byte elements. Two pointers, Head and Tail,
are provided to use the ring buffer in a round-robin way. Data cache entries with
16-byte elements are used for address mapping and crash recovery. The last part
contains cached data blocks delivered by the file system.

Metadata Cache. Figure 3(b) shows the layout of metadata cache. The first
part is a metadata log area with the granularity of inode size. After the metadata
log area, there are multiple metadata cache entries that have the same structure
with entries in the data cache. The ring buffer entries, data and metadata cache
entries consist of an 8-byte disk block number and an 8-byte NVM block number.
The major difference between these entries is that metadata cache entries are
designed for metadata blocks while the others are used by data blocks. The last
part is an area with cached metadata blocks.

A metadata block can be divided into many sub-blocks of inode size. Each
running transaction in Spindle has a modified data block list and an original
metadata sub-block list. When a metadata sub-block is going to be updated, we
copy it to the log area and link it to the metadata sub-block list. Then we can
perform in-place updates on the sub-block. When a transaction is successfully
committed, related metadata sub-blocks in the log area can be removed.

3.2 Lightweight Transaction

Spindle provides a lightweight transaction scheme to ensure the consistency of
file data. In particular, it exploits state switch and COW updating to avoid
double writes on the critical path.

State Switch. In journaling file systems, a disk block has the state of being
committed or checkpointed. When it is written to the journal, its state is com-
mitted. After it is flushed to its original location, its state becomes checkpointed.
We utilize state switch to change the state of a cached data block. In our sys-
tem, a data block with a ring buffer entry has the state of being committed,
1 The memory hierarchy looks like a spindle with the data cache and the metadata

cache interposed between DRAM and the disk.
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which indicates it is involved in a committing transaction. After the transaction
is successfully committed, corresponding ring buffer entry can be removed and
the data block is switched to checkpointed state.

COW Updating. We adopt COW to write data into the data cache. Before
writing a data block, we first search the data cache entries. If it has been cached,
we copy its data cache entry to the ring buffer. Then we write the data to a new
NVM block and update the data cache entry to point to the newly written block.
If the block has not been cached, we create a new ring buffer entry with its disk
block number and a special NON tag. Subsequently, we write the data to a new
NVM block and create a new data cache entry. During the committing of a
transaction, a cached data block may have two versions at the same time. Once
the committing is successfully completed, the old one can be removed and the
newly written one remains as persistent cached data.

Transaction Committing. We follow the routine of traditional journaling file
systems to coalesce multiple blocks in a transaction. Since the NVM cache pro-
vides persistency that a file system desires, the committing of a transaction does
not entail disk I/O when free data and metadata blocks can be found in the
NVM cache. Before the committing of a transaction, Head and Tail point to the
same entry in the ring buffer. Figure 4 illustrates the committing of a transaction,
which can be summarized as follows.

(1) Write ring buffer entry. We search the block with the modified data
block’s disk block number. If it has been cached (i.e., cache hit), we copy its
data cache entry to the ring buffer. Otherwise (i.e., cache miss), we create
a new ring buffer entry with the disk block number and a special NON tag.

(2) Write data block and data cache entry. We write the data to a new
NVM block and update corresponding data cache entry (cache hit) or create
a new one (cache miss).

(3) Update Tail pointer. We move tail pointer forward by one.
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(4) Update Head pointer. We repeat (1)–(3) until no block is left in the com-
mitting transaction. At last, we set Head to be identical to Tail.

When Head is equal to Tail, the committing is completed and the old data blocks
can be recycled. Since metadata sub-blocks are first copied to the metadata log
area and then in-place updated, we just need to remove the metadata sub-blocks
in the log area.

3.3 Data Replacement

The NVM cache can not hold all the data of a file system due to its limited
capacity. Therefore, we choose to write cold blocks back to disk. Data replace-
ment is triggered when there is no free data or metadata block in the NVM
cache. The replacement strategies for data and metadata are different.

(1) For data, the access unit and replacement unit is the same (i.e., block). We
utilize the least-recently-used (LRU) algorithm to select the victim block.
But there is an extra limit: data blocks involved in the running or commit-
ting transaction are not allowed to be swapped out.

(2) For metadata, the access unit is inode while the replacement unit is block.
To select the victim, we maintain a counter for every cached metadata block.
When any inode of a metadata block is accessed, the counter of that block
is increased by one. If free metadata blocks can not be found in the cache,
the block with the least counter value is chosen as the victim.

3.4 Crash Recovery

During crash recovery, we first scan the data and metadata cache entries to build
an in-DRAM hash table. Then we scan the ring buffer and process cache entries
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involved in the unfinished committing transaction. Since crash could happen
before the moving of Tail, we need to scan an extra entry behind Tail. For
every ring buffer entry during the scan, we search the data cache entries with its
disk block number. If the ring buffer entry’s NVM block number is valid (i.e., not
a NON tag), the block with this number has been cached and corresponding data
cache entry exists. Otherwise, the block has not been cached. For the two cases,
we search in the data cache entries. If the data cache entry exists, we revoke
it (valid) or delete it (invalid) according to its ring buffer entry. If it does not
exist, nothing needs to be done. After all related ring buffer entries have been
scanned and processed, we set Head to be identical to Tail. Eventually, we scan
the metadata log area to revoke the modified metadata sub-blocks.

Note that Head is not modified until the last step of the recovery. There-
fore, any failure during the recovery does not affect the consistency of file data,
because the recovery can be redone as long as the ring buffer entries can be
retrieved. As for metadata, its consistency is maintained when it is successfully
copied to the log area hence a crash during the recovery does not affect the
consistency of metadata.

4 Implementation

We implement Spindle on ext4 file system. The implementation mainly includes
in-memory structures, data cache and metadata cache.

In-Memory Structures. A cuckoo hash table is used to accelerate the search
with a disk block number for a data or metadata cache entry. Moreover, two
LRU lists are managed in DRAM to select the victim to evict. Besides, bitmaps
of data and metadata cache are also stored in DRAM. Since these structures can
be reconstructed during system reboot, we do not keep them in NVM.

Data Cache. The data cache is implemented based on JBD2 [11]. We alter
JBD2’s interfaces to realize Spindle’s characteristics. In particular, JBD2’s
descriptor block, revoke block and commit block are substituted by the ring
buffer, data cache entries, Head and Tail pointers. Since the consistency of
cached data and metadata is guaranteed when the transaction is successfully
committed, the checkpointing function is removed from JBD2.

Metadata Cache. Implementation of the metadata cache primarily consists of
three parts. First, metadata fetching and flushing is redesigned. Since metadata
is not flushed to the disk unless under space pressure, we modify the implementa-
tion of ext4-handle-dirty-metadata to prevent metadata from being written
back to disk. Second, the allocation and reclamation of metadata is renovated.
Utilizing NVM as the metadata cache, we add a set of functions to allocate/free
memory from/to the metadata cache. Third, the updating of metadata is sub-
stituted by our inode-based updating strategy.
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5 Evaluation

5.1 Setup

We implement Spindle on Linux 4.18.1 and use ext4 file system as our code
base. All experiments are performed on an Intel Xeon E5 server with 98 GB
DRAM and 1 TB HDD. The competitor we use to compare against Spindle is
Tinca, which also utilizes NVM as a persistent cache to improve the perfor-
mance of journaling file systems. Since Tinca is not open-source, we develop a
prototype for it according to its implementation [15]. We use ext4 file system
to evaluate Tinca’s performance and set the default cache mode as writeback.
Since real NVM devices are not available to us yet, we add read/write latencies
(50ns/180ns) to DRAM to simulate the NVM device. In the evaluation, 8 GB
DRAM is used to simulate the NVM cache of Tinca and Spindle. For Spindle,
we use 1 GB NVM as the metadata cache and the left 7 GB NVM as the data
cache. Characteristics of the benchmarks in our evaluation are summarized in
Table 1. All the results are averaged over five runs.

Table 1. Benchmark characteristics

Benchmark Read/write ratio Request size Dataset size Running time

Fio 0/10,3/7,5/5,7/3,10/0 4 KB 16 GB 20 min

Fileserver 1/2 16 KB 20 GB 30 min

Webproxy 5/1 16 KB 20 GB 30 min

Varmail 1/1 16 KB 20 GB 30 min

5.2 Microbenchmarks

Figure 5 shows the performance of Tinca and Spindle on Fio benchmark. As
the write percentage declines from 100% (random write) to 0% (random read),
the throughputs of Tinca and Spindle increase simultaneously. This is because
writes will trigger data replacement to write cold data to disk. When the ratio of
writes decreases, less disk writes are performed and the throughputs get promo-
tion. Spindle outperforms Tinca with 1.13×–1.30× throughput under different
read/write ratios. Concretely, Spindle achieves 30.0% throughput improvement
for random writes and this is mainly due to the reduced cache line flush and
memory fence. As for random reads, massive small metadata updates are exe-
cuted and Spindle can effectively reduce metadata writes through its redesigned
metadata updating strategy. The number of clflush per write operation is pre-
sented in Fig. 5(b). It can be observed that Spindle reduces up to 32.6% cache
line flushes over Tinca. Although read operations only update the file metadata
such as access time, Tinca needs to update extra cache entry and execute several
clflush to change the role of a modified data block, which makes its transaction
committing takes longer time than Spindle.
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Fig. 5. Fio performance

The performance gaps are caused by two major differences between Tinca
and Spindle: (1) Tinca writes metadata into NVM in the unit of block while
Spindle updates metadata in the unit of inode. (2) Tinca needs to change the
role of every modified block and entails extra cache line flush and memory fence.

5.3 Macrobenchmarks

We select fileserver, webproxy, and varmail as the macrobenchmarks to evaluate
Spindle’s performance. Figure 6 presents the throughputs of Tinca and Spindle
under different file sizes.

Fileserver is a write-intensive workload that simulates a file server with oper-
ations like file creates, appends, writes, reads and deletes. We observe that for
small files, the throughput improvement (40.7%) of Tinca is more striking. This
is because metadata write amplification is more obvious for small writes. As the
file size grows, the reduction of cache line flush, memory fence and metadata
writes is counteracted by the writes of data.

Webproxy is a read-intensive workload that frequently reads the entire file. In
such workload, Spindle can get few benefits from the clflush reduction as writes
takes up only 16.7% in all read and write operations. However, webproxy entails
massive small metadata updates and Spindle could benefit from its redesigned
metadata updating strategy thus achieving up to 47% throughput improvement.
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Varmail simulates the activity of an email server and performs a fsync after
every file appending write. Both Spindle and Tinca do not need to write data to
disk when there are free data and metadata blocks in the NVM cache. However,
Tinca needs to write whole metadata blocks into NVM so its throughputs are
20.9%–33.5% lower than that of Spindle.

In conclusion, for read-intensive workloads like webproxy, Spindle benefits
from its inode-based metadata updating strategy as it effectively reduces meta-
data write amplification; for write-intensive workloads like fileserver and varmail,
the lightweight transaction scheme of Spindle plays an important role. Since
writes to the NVM demands strict ordering, Spindle can effectively reduce the
executions of clflush and mfence to promote system performance.

6 Related Work

Using flash-based SSD to develop devices with transactional supports or accel-
erate HDD-based systems has been explored. Nitro [9] utilizes data compres-
sion and deduplication into SSD cache to accelerate primary storage. LightTx
[10] tries to reduce the transactional cost while providing better performance.
TxFlash [13] utilizes the COW characteristic of NAND flash to provide trans-
action interface. However, these works focus on the flash-based SSD and do not
take the emerging NVM into consideration.

Besides, many works utilize NVM to accelerate disk-based file systems. UBJ
[6] is a buffer cache that commits in-place in NVM by freezing data and later
checkpoints them to disk. Lee et al. [7] proposes to store modified data in the
NVM cache and improve performance with space-efficient management tech-
niques. Tinca [15] is a transactional NVM cache that utilizes the role switch
mechanism to reduce write amplification of journaling file systems.

Managing NVM with in-memory file systems has been investigated as well.
SCMFS [16] utilizes existing memory management to do the block management
and keep space contiguous for each file. PMFS [4] avoids the overheads of block-
based storage and enables direct persistent memory access with memory mapped
I/O. Lee et al. [8] and Hwang et al. [5] propose tree structures that are optimized
for non-volatile memory systems. These works indicate the promising potential
of NVM in the future.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose Spindle, a write-optimized NVM cache for journaling
file systems. It decouples data and metadata accesses to update them in differ-
ent granularities. Spindle adopts redesigned metadata log and metadata updat-
ing strategy to relieve metadata write amplification. Moreover, it utilizes state
switch and COW updating to write data only once in the critical path. Besides,
a novel committing protocol is proposed to reduce the transaction ordering over-
head. Experiment results confirm that Spindle achieves up to 47% throughput
improvement compared with state-of-the-art design.
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